PRINT 7 COPIES OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AND GIVE TO THE CLERK 1/2
HOUR BEFORE THE SPEECH OR THE DAY BEFORE lF POSSIBLE: [[tuesday]l

1) THIS DOCUMENT THAT rS THE ACTUAL SPEECH OR TALK TO THE COUNC|L.
2) THE LETTER TO TR|-MET
3) THE LETTER TO THE TRAFFTC COURT ABOUT TR|-MET
4) THE UNCUT Copy(rES) OF THrS DOCUMENT

Greetings, and I would Iike to note that the return of good wet weather and your
laudable prevention of overflow into the Willamette, has not yet restored the quality of
everyday health and life here. Muy *Oe the first city to actually dredge,
cleanly-overflow, and clean up the river to pristine salmon quality. The heavy metals,
strychnine, pathogens, diesel oil, psycho-active drugs, carrion, and other sprays from
that decrepit airplane, ground vehicles and sometimes person-exudates for Library,
the filled-can laboratory of MAX etc,, will possibly still be in the infrastructure a century
from now.[ 0:37]
Observing the poisoning of the city infrastructure and citizenry is not a welcome event:
At rush hours along SE Morrison; gang vehicles spray excruciating pain-producing
gases from their exhausts, Those current drugs are 'tailor-made' for opiates as the
and that's the cheap cover. [ 0:59]
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I observed the exact same all-male gang plane in Ashland; circling the bike path 4
hours to make it impossible to use from arsenic asphyxiation, like his circling of the
Jefferson High School teen-f illed football f ield for a day. [1 :1a]
I also am tired of the gang 'wearing my face' for their signature, parlicularly to youth

infiltration; deprivation of freedom and free will; mitagation of decision making and the
integrity of youth groups, and/or handing them over to crotchet male
chauvinists/predators sometimes appearing protection against the same, From that 10
y.o. kidnap Mexican service project in the 60s,fo this moment; I arç still cpntinuously,
penalized(andatrociated) fortheircrimes. [1:4Òl ., f,r,,ú,J, f plJll ,r,rtJt'rt",¿r'rt'íf { tai
15 houses and 17 cars stolen, and a piece of forebrain at that original "Outside-ln" iR-.'
sonee"€aRnibal'+itual of the 70s: been made a permanent idiot for this presentation; not
to mention those associates in those stolen address books. [2:00]

That took valuable speaking time to protect myself here. The 'stiff image has to do with
their brain damaging. I am nothing like their poisons, and you sure would have gotten a
finer, more Porllandist relate here, had there'd been more diligence about the cagings
with the same gang around and in Poftland, City Housing, and from that'second
shadow government' for a half century.[2:37]
The world used to be top-down as communications structured, now bottom-up (grass
roots) due to the lnternet, lndoctrinating drugged/other people to fail to perceive the
discrepencies, is something in which Porlland should vociferously be antagonist.
Disclaim on this poison and the psycho-babble undifferentiated from the propaganda
addend, refuse to have Porlland Airporls used for assault bases, use sensitive detection
of poisoners on mass transit and interior air spaces, and remove those 'cat hollow'
drugs/fixatives from MAX and the rest. [3:00]
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l'his is a complaint against'J'riMet, the transportation comparly of the Greater Portland Area. I haven't had any
'luck' -- since the ganrbling moved in. even tofture and poisoning complairrts rrequire sutrstantial amounts of
'ltlck' -- with simple complaints. so I don't bother. I also do not have to use 'blocl<),' ruental-box-in-rplinting
language. I reserve that rny language not be used fbr additional 1àcades or 'cover', nor copied for facetious
cluplication for crimiual e.g. kidnap with or witTìdut oflcial hats. or comrnercial purposes,and I trust this
reservation suflìces to ensure thusly.
812412011 , at ap. 6:30 prn, I was accosted by a ticket agent on the IB Blue Line Max just after the PGE Parl<
stop, asked for a ticl<et. When I produced a ticket, he then asl<ecl for the "l.lonored Citizcn" l.D. f.or it, which l
showed. He then asked wirere I got on the train. I noted I started the tlip at l lalliNimbus on the WìjS Line. He
repeated several times, until he clistinguished his need by noting it was this palticular train, and I noted
Beaverton TC. FIe then made a rnugging gesture of looking at his watch, with a grimace. Although this
palticular is not in the scale of complaint elsewhere, please see the complaint llled with the Attorney General's
Consttmer Ììraud site, about 'authorities deliberately assaulting visual artists" by rnr-rgging in a way to irnpr.int
tl-reir palticular face on the subconsciousness of their targel, routinely ploceeded in this by the extensive use off
brain damaginglparclyzing drugs before, much like those the gang is dosing Poltlanders with currelrtly using the
interior air spaces on the Max and Tri-met f'or the druggirrg container. 'I'his generally indicates the gang which
currently is poisoning Portland; grimaces, distolted sneers ancl evil srnirks, all on the already-misshapen, an<J
bile/liars-colored làces of'this black-gangstel gang. Arry body noticing anything alound dowrrtown and food
stores in Portland has noticed them. Suffice it to say that I ani rrot impressed with their irnprirrt-rnugging
brigade. Clloser inspection reveals the bulky bossy demeanor and physiogorlly of that hock-shop
Marshall's-badge child-t<lrture/imprint-induot group 'under color of'authority', and a invariably poor quality
duplicate o1'l<idnappers etc. Hence, to avoid association with males who put on blacl< clothing and persuade
their victims to tetreat to unprotected grounds f-or mulder or rape, often using badges, of which l have witnessed
directly, I am obligated to complain, even though the material of'the incident warrants complaint anyway, to
some not-significant degree; which is:

Eally this year I took out the "Honored Citizen" cald i.d. lì'om Tri Met; a papel'cald with a signature and
expiratiott date on it; recluires several applications and submissioll papers lì'our several places. The next day I
was accosted and asl<ed f'or a ticl<et and i.d, I had never seen any oflicial fì'om T'ri-Met ask fol a ticl<et befor.e
otlrer tlran generally, but the coincidence didn't go unnotced. On 812212011 c.e. I exchangecì the "Honored
Citizen" LD. card l'or the replacemerrt card, which has a photo on it. 'I-he next time I got onto "['rj-Met, on the
I-ljllsboro MAX, I rode to I'lall/Nimbus and back on the same ticket, ancl was again asked to display the ticket
and l.D. 'ìlwice is not a coincideltce; it's an harassnrent ¡rloof. .lust so you don't take it as spurious, the complaint
is "snitch-iaoketing", as well as haraassllent for recluiring to spray my new l.D. card with 'eau d'inspecto' each
time. 'Snitch-jaclceting'means that via the card as the ob.ject o1'clistraction, various thirrgs are assuûìed to go
along with it, among which are identifìcation to inspectors thloughout Tri-Met everytime i go on a Tri-Met cal,
even without routine means of ascertainirrg that I did in fact, get cln a'fri-Met car. I clon't have to worr.y about
being inspected again, but there is a little matter of'privacy of'lifè-style and in unenumer¿ìtecl ways clefìned
Clonstitutionally. I realize that the'snitch-jacl<et'isn't.just to inform thugs in the ncxt translèr cell in a.jaillpriso¡,
that the person jacketed 'snitched' which 'somehow' the new cell thugs find out without otherwise transfèrring
the data lì'on-r cell to cell; but regardless, this is a critical point o1'contention about how rnuch persons taking a
poverty progalll have to sell their privacy to stlange nren with proveu hostilities ancl the which ol it will wind up
used in'color o.f'autirority'Lapes ancl murders, by sonle nlore ol'those'biza:.re'lneans as not-noted specilìcally
jr-rst plevior"tsly (and'yolt' are just as'conlising', perhaps, but on gzurg stanclards), ¿rs u,ell as nlore obvious
things. I also noticed at the prograrn at "Northrvest l)oclrmentaries" when I asl<ed if'the clocurnerrtary mal<el was

getting propaganda fì'om the DllA, as I pointed out the identity between the statement that gay lxen use'meth'
(rart of documentary subiect) trec¿ruse it causes inability to think and releases inhibitions simultaneously, and
the statement that the Maha was defèated because of poor"communication slcills and the over-heated
attnosphere o1'clack cocaine transactions: some rnale, who made himself so l, f'or one, could actually not'see'
him at the back of'the l'oorn, started at the mention of govt. propaganda, kicked over his chair mal<ing a'racl<et'
and left. I see he was establishing his 'cover' as an Flll Agenf infiltrating some environnrental group, which
cover rvould be uselil repeating or covering ex post facto the kidnap I witnessed this clude, possibly though
with some identifìcation problems caused by 30 yeals aging in the interim, do while paralysing houseliold
tnetnbers, during the kidnap of those females, who, incidentally, were neveï heald fi'om again, and presurnecl
murdered. Not your Portlancl pimp black-men/other plostitution houses, routinely average 'compelling
prostitution' of people but close, and it was noticed that they never returned. T'his apparently is the week cluring
which this gang occupying Portland, is bragging and/or covering their now-outdatecl kidnaps etc., perhaps
indicting your petty harassments into their scheme or kicks or validation. I assume the gang is using theil r"apists
and murderers etc. to discourage the envitonemental movement ¿rnd even such non-pertinent but well-liked
things like the MAX. They assaulted Ashland when it got over 20,000 irr population and routinely assault
Portland with arsenic sprayed lì'orn planes and about 50 othel poisons and brain damaging agents,for a few
years lil<e at pLesent, while using hock-shop badges and the cover constructs l'or worse. 'fhe
bulldogfàce-blackmen are "Portland only" apparently, perhaps gangsters Ii'orn Seattle using the Portland
'liberality' as the tomf'ool face, "you will think this is aracial issne". I plainly obserued them in Asliland l'or two
years, and they removed to Portland 3 months before I rernoved back to Portland; they use the exact same cars,
same airplanes; insteacl ol the hocl<-shop Marshall's Badge 'color of'authority' child-torturer-induction male,
they use the blaok bulldog-shaped poison-spraying blackmen gang; plobably makes the f'orrner look'white' -- a
"special for you Portland" legalism-sulprise tomf'ool.

At any rate, the cornplaint has several sections, and you can address any or all of them, starting with the most
obvious one of checkirrg arly new i.d. Ji"om Tri-met the next'fri-rnet trip. FIow the @#S% do they know it's tlie
initial trip witli the LD. in the fÌrst place? Not a humorous question lòr a tortured person against the
re-established torturers and the gang sycophants/other; child torturer-inductor/other are known to exert bizarre
powers over their victims for some time, iucluding ascertaining information for stalkirrg and whereabouts, and
this applies to this circumstance. I don't have to 'pLove it', ancl not because hocl<-shop badges never have to
'prove' atrything, not even their owr contrivance unless they desire the facade to match propaganda. You have to
prove it fol the 'coincidence'. Considerirrg that this repeats in exact word l'ol'word events, that indicate
enslavements temporary or perrlìanent and/or l¡rain damaging or mental constriction preperatory thereto, fiorn
that 'round clecacles ago or so, that makes 4 identical events dealing with i.d.; each next trip after issuance. I will
point out that this is not the most glevious malfèasance lately. On9122l went lor the DMV ODL driver's test,
having to le-do a license after my license was clisallowed by the'r1ew'govt. fòr'use of a nickname, dispite the
'glarrdfather clauses' which support it errtirely. At the end of the test, they took a photo two times despite having
a photo already on file fì'om the witten test at the downtown DMV ofïice, stating their camera was 'conJised'.
They relised both pltotos, requiring that'the hair be re-done'to match some pre-set rrotion of the phot<t, to the
specilications of'the photo prepaled there in advance apparently. and when the photo was produced on the temp.
license, it indeed had aan eyebrow painted on two-three inches higher than the other, irnpossible and ridicr-rlous;
¿rn insult and covels that this is anothel usurpation of rny identity to associates and social ¡rersonal events, this
time without even the phony black unilòrm, but directly; belittlirrg being the standard l'or the govt. 'proolìs' of
this probably. Was that the dude at the Nll Morrisor.r Iìridge 15 ramp 4 hours larter, wlrere the gang loutinely
brag about their henchrnen ieaving to their hideout, presumably. with the narnes ol'associates to hoodwink or
l<iclnzrp enclosed? Also resembles, allowing lòr 30 years aging. that kiclnapper noted with the all-blacl< unil'orm
and mental paralysis of'the victims/other using the preparations Iì'om previons iricìnap-drugging

torture-indttctions, currently dealt to the population here en rllasse via the interior air poisonings. Moved into
o{ficial quarters, one could note; Ile-doing the preps J'or that kidnap -- also noted as 'burying the confession with
the victim -- and/ot' preparing 1'ol the next. 'fhat house of'kidnap was in my name, incidentally, one of'those 17
stolen houses, arrd they are still insulting it for prool'¿ìs one ol'their pimp's houses. 1-hey probably rreedn't
bother; nobody left to record it anyway, as il'a court existed to equitize it evel. Being cornpelled to participate in
this MAX surprise-derogation is another'prool'by proving expost facto low status'. Sound not pertinent? The
gang, when this dude at the Northwest Docurnentaries 'stormed' (rremember that'storrn' girl killed in traffic
pursuit by the Portland Police?) out, started spamming my email with pom that jammed the cornputer for
display, with those kidnapping/witnesses/victills/otlìel'or1 clisplay or the gnags' lookalikes with
extortion/blackmail dangels explesscd. I'he Multrromah Cor,urty Sheriff fol the downtown library, suddenly
tool< an intelest in my laptop, spying on it fiom the only possible contortion place to do so, dispite that the
material displayed was arranged witli.jarnrning for the purpose, and wa legal and not contrary to library policy
in any possible case. Uncomfbrtable covers those photos uncomîortable as victims on display. Then tlying to
cross the Morrison Blidge on the south walkway to avoicl the gang-poisoned sidewalk on the northside, like
dozens of people do regularly, suddenl a guard taking my photo 1ì'om the Bridge engineer's office. Sounds like
the snitch jacl<et is used by every govt. oflice possible; and thi is the gangs'brag-about-kidnap week. To start,
why is the govt. using a snitch jacket button installed with torturing l0 y.. boys and reinfbrced by kidnappirrg
teen girls? Not much delbnse against this, so it probably goes the way of'the complaint about tlie Mexico 10 y.o.
kidnap; 'Just throw as much sh#$ as possible ancl nobocly will service the complaint" "Works every time". One
should still crosscheck those 'porn' -- whioh it isn't -- lìrces with those kiclnap victims etc., but the result of this
note and the sycophant displa¡,ed, it'll soon be ntuoh too 'busy' to be able to write it even. You desire to be a
section ol'this machine? And ir:rciclerrtally, the ticket was about 15 minutes ovel l'or boarcling. MAX tickets
often require purchase 15 minutes in advance oJ'initial boarding because the schedules aLen't printed for much
of the day, so allowing a 15 minute leeway is standarcl. TriMet bus drivels insist on it. However, I ¡ote that the
inspector didn't actually do anyting other than dismiss it. Leaving the train at the next (Libr'ary) stop, another
gang-harassment archtype, the 'scrawny reed-stick too-tall nlale" in ¿inother f'riMet t¡nif-orm appeared and tried
to 'bear down'on my location, apparently for intimidation only, and I don't appreciate that either, particularly
the gnag archtype. How many scrawny overly tall rnales in the last 90 days? At least 50 in various contexts and
situation, not as bad as that obscenely-obesc boxy black rnen br"igade deliberately occupying every possible
t'outine Portland sittlation atrcl grimacing etc. to make their imprint and generally recollection of Portland
nightmaÍeish to say the least; but not appreciatecl nonetheless. I realize that because the Portland Streetcar is still
under the aegis of Vera Katz,they can't (@#SYo around with it much, and have to settle 1òr just poisonirrg tlie
infrastrtlcture so every ride ther"eon is a ventule/.junl<et into some "cat's hollow" thereafter; anc'l consequently are
taking it out on the 'Ili-Met MAX 'aegis' which is not contractual to Portlalld courtesies or cle¿urliness; but that's
not my business to def-end it. I will also exprcss an opinorr, that the shooting o1'that youllg l'emale with the bean
bag rnotrths ago. servecl specifìcally to give the cnrrent MAX Polioe goldbrick rights to ignore the destruction of
the chemical integlity or cleanliness in poisou tcl'rlts cun'ently. -l-his Keystone Kops stuff goes along with it. I
saw the same gat'ìg hit Ashland fol sevel"al years, same ailplzrnes without i.cl. spraying arsenic, diseases
cat"cinogens etc., same m¿rie in the saírìe anrloyirrg. previously conrrotated, cars sprayirrg cleaclly chemicals which
will tlot renlove within decades fi'om the town's streets eto., so I have no doubt ¿ibout the 'surprise assignment' of
'surprise police' at this time here.

This $175 ticket, when no one in his right mind would go onto that
sh$t-filled can of tñe MAX now, and noi for years:
1) a blindsider, that is popular with the nouveau government.
However, since that Portland Police arrested that male charged
with 'impersonating an officer' in a Multnomah County Sheriff's car on Powell,
some time ago, all that dude's flatheadeed or meatheaded Guido-type relatives
have caused more problems than I care to deal with, which is none. The first
thing was a blindsiding ticket in Myrtle Point, even to the liar-bile colors. Nobody
in Myrtle Point gets up at 4:30 am when I cautiously go from Gold Beach to
Medford, never speeding through towns; but this blindsiding stop, as
any trucker knows about as a common routine fact -- this brainwashing
and programming consistently makes every routine fact against
corrupt/gang Police 'distorted'-- is that same sneaking projection used at
the Max-stop at 99th for this ticket. the point, was a ticket so expensive I had
to give up my rental in Coos Bay; aproximately the
or Bth time authorities,
particularly with blindsided and satanic, have canceled my home or rental;
stealing some 17 of them so far: ln fact, I estimate the cost of a judge or Sheriff
in this region is about $50,000 a year, their approx. value for decades, as since
they have stolen these things regularly, I have had no other trouble. Apparently
I failed to make a shake-down 'payment'and they started again, or perhaps it
was just that i had to correct my i.d. to lose the nickname, and the Nazis -
literally - and other bastards started their same old same old. Of course I had
studiously predicted to the Govs' advocacy that with all that public work with
juveniles around, there wasn't a chance that they would NOT be preferring
'morals charges'and had laws made in Washington State particularly for
this, having no other construction that would survive a bar argument much less
a regular court. I also had to modify my i.d. to match the federale govt., though
the previous nickname on it was 'grandfathered in'from Florida, recently; and
it's 'living proof'that the routine version causes that gang, in official hats and
unofficial hats, to be 'like pigs on a corpse'; they didn't even pause three lousy
weeks before starting their drugging-contrivance routine. They even
sent niggard bastards, apparently, of Roy Cohn as in McCarthy
of "McCarthyism" to cuckold my meaningful alternative; just like the King of the
Jail, the King of Cuckolds, entire regions at once. The platform cops keep bad
company with about 10 other stalking, drugging, ordering, evil gangs around
town in their pique of frenzy currently. Much to my regret, this region presently
has no authority to issue these tickets, because of the extensive drugging of
their victims by which they cause their'incidents'. I regret this because
of precluding a court argument; it more or less leaves the court with the choice
of being ignorant of the extensive poisoning in Portland fo the last 4 years,
including clearly identifiable poisons like strychnine and arsenic sprayed from
airplanes and cars, and the exact same all-male gang with exactly the same
airplanes and poisoning cars in Ashland previously -- I had to observe them and
lose my health there as well, and they preceded my return to Portland by about
three weeks; that gun-toting Sheriff and his drugs there forced the move at
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that time,

though there was no house to steal in the process and no
value
thereof, no shake-down cash; and this niggard bastard,
$50,000
along with the chuckie-aron gang, will force the move from here,
apparently identically to prove 'americans are idiots'for never noticing.
Not much chance of recovering those brain damaged ounces of brain,
and there is not much chance I care to multiply this with 'adding insult to injury'
and going to anywhere in this region e.g. the downtown courts, where, for all I
know, the Sheriff at Stevenso's guido-relative will have something to say and
prove the ticket was for his causation, which, incidentally, I truly consider correct
with regional gang variations perhaps e.g. "Yo mudder's vaheena" and I quote,
distorting the pronounciation as per the Willamette Week preps for the obvious
backwater chicaneries/frames and obvious hot dog Sheriffs. This isn't as
obvious, except for anybody who observes this group. I also, do not permit
unknown men to'hide in broad daylight' while drugged people provide excuses,
like peddling a bike momentarily, to his exactness; straight out of a Statnism file
"How to hide in broad daylight"; I assume they began this during that kidnap in
Mexico at 10 y.o. and the subsequent torture-induction presumed, being
unconscious for 24 hours, as no other point of start can be assigned, and no
break from this occurs since. They pass it along like described 'buttons installed
from brainwashing and torture' or sometimes'Monarch Programming triggers'.
When this impersonating-Sheriff dude, was noted; I was nearby and assumed
the Sheriff had been the one harassing my travels around town for dcecades,
flashing his lights and forcing pull-overs without any intention of issuing a ticket,
like it was the 'favor' of the bully's tortures ' Hey, mon now we budedies again,
and I can@#$5 your..." e.g. sign those left-over international lines of your=our
credit or computerize your Bank of America account and so forth. I also
noted there was no chance they are going to ignore the mention, and
would send damage control agents, bullying around twice as much. The
brain damage is so bad I cannot write this in neater paragraphs, but I have no
obligation other than to make sure that this cash is noted herein as no more
than the shake-down the Natives paid to those blackboys of this same gang
elsewhere to just plain pay it and not be poisoned. Other fascist groups 'at least
provided real protection' rather than shake-down for rent pocket cash just to
throw it away, synchronized with the gang'current pique-ing
sadism/subordinating torture/inductions and re-inductions. Take it, and take
MAX with you please. Those officials, unable to get Vera Katza, turned the Max
into a 'cat's hollow', and now are polishing it with strychnine traces, and then
declaring it 'clean;, like they just spent a few decades of my life to lie about
their efficiency of their cleaning agents. lt's still a sh$t-filled can , and its sole
purpose, besides torturing the population to subordination to dogs of slaves of
gangsters, and, of course, to favor their dog-class -- 'ruling class' to the
population et. al. -- of rapists and'corner 10 y.o.; boys in the bathroom'
'spokesmen', is to ensure excuse devices like this rat-maze 'ticket'. "So easy"
to peddle along; that's their drugs talking; and so is this, for that matter. I'm
honest about it; and also I would not waste one split second of time dealing with
these "Leo Frank incident" perpetrators; and if I bothered to write a criticism like

this to a Court -- extremely unlikely I would digress from interest or specialty -
it would be concise and directed to one issue at a time if possible. Never did
anything like that before; not really safe; a million miles without an incident,
about 10% in Oregon, never spoke to an official until the Agenda came along.
But then, I never sped through Myrtle Point before the hypnotism of blindsiding,
and even that for just a few feet past the sign and the 'cop' there, if they
bothered with certification. I will not endanger myself e.g. going there
listening to Sheriff's "yo mudder's vaheena' loudly, while the King of the
Jail tries to make you the public call the disease he is planning on releasing
himself 'merce'; more or less what this deal is about, except I could bet my hat it
involves that rotund blackmen gang/group and their machined greased English
to a drugged town thereby assured it's mine. It isn't. You think perhaps that
Sheriff didn't scream that repeatedly, trying to make it appear like some
trivialization of the Spokane Police murders of union activists in decades past,
and that like they trivialize my complaints: His lookalikes, presumably of actual
connection, stole that first car while I was still in High School, destroyed my peer
group, terrorized any bypassers, and continued to stalk and scream satanic
curses -- the last one was 'the Police are useless' and she sure made that
correct, along with 'morals charges'for some convenient and patently-phony
excuse; the one before that involved diseases which that black gang enforced
by giving back the wrong bag of blood at a plasma center causing hepatitis c
that took some 35 years to cure -- along with Nazi-propaganda, literally, about
'anti-Communism'for their license to main and apparently kill occasionally; that
male staring at one and yelling about'Police killed my son'at the Alberta Rose
Theatre in my last ever trip to "Albina" ghetto, was 'looking for another victim'-- |
am not 'americans are idiots'and have seen it before, irnplying he arranged the
Police killing and collected cash for it, and is looking for another victim -- and
that was within the last few months. Yelling an obscenity is abetter attempt to
make people ignore deprecation, than the Portland Tri-met cops with their rent
match fine(s) that just causes people to notice them more. Don't forget the
penalty to my memory to have to have it ingrained with extremely vicious men
with pasts, After spraying the town into the loss of their brain
function constructed by themselves, they then are throwing sh$t at the
town with 'macho touch cops'and their'necessarily brutal'fines/other; standard
gang deals: expect the rest of the gang to switch to their prior drugs of
harassments like the one that turns people to have 'skin like the bark of a tree';
it's been said 'coincidence'or 'copy-cat', but there is only so many decades of
this one has to note to conjecture and figure otherwise. I am not trying to
recruit anybody to my beliefs, reality, or anything else: lt's just to make sure
my'signature'isn't used foradditional lure of those 10 y.o. boys/other into those
bathrooms, nor the 'exchanged shine'for the macho, used to boost chicanery
courts. Listening to those Washington State Sheriffs bluntly/blindly/lynch-mob
accept crapola on their circuit, discredits them. lt's my rent money. lt's
exorbitant without an apology. The black men gang is trying to cover their
facade of being a class above: "lf they have cash, you can't"; I don't believe it,
neither their sports cash, or the other, verifying only that they are apparently the

ones who just changed signature cards on that Bank of America account
and still change my appearance-of-i.d. to that of some 'street niggard bastard'
inextricably involved continuously with drugged machination and gangster cops.
It was 'funnier'when they used drugs to fix contrivances and accusations about
drugs, but that's my only routine comment about it. So: you wound up a toy
government and are playing the 'inflated money'section of some recording of
time past, enforced with drugs to make 'belief in this, to jack up the 'fines' and
more directly shake-down cash, and massacring the victims with ther insult as
well. Not worried about losing the facade of the cash? My payoff is easy to
cover; who would listen or care? But the Pinkerton brought in to murder a few
strikers etc. are these in reduced form, so far; it won't be: you'll have to drug
Portland slightly more to convince this population or disassociate them
sufficiently for the purpose. They apparently drugged Ashland enough to
convince some at least that this stalking misogynist hate-monger disturbing all
female programs in Ashland, like the city Ballet, and even the Shakespeare
Festival, had something to do with the person writing this. I produced an item
by item rundown, noting his'African ideal sloped forehead'and my
broad forehead, and estimating how much drugs they needed to pass off
they can't notice the difference. The tack is different in Portland but its the
same batch of strychnine and the same isolating, enslaving point; here the
assigned rotund black men are large enough to be intimidating with their
physical threats and ridiculous grins. Will they bother with phony contrivances
as 'warnings'? Not likely, but reacting to insult is a joke; they cause every
incident, this one included, and programming is always that way. They prefer
10 y.o. to torture; the neuterphysiology of the brain damage is just right for the
disassociation to program for their follow-up with Tri-met sh$t-filled cans and
extorsive cops. At any rate, I am clear that this is Portland, not the cesspolol
of California victims they came from -- I am not'americans are idiots' -- and I
do not have to accept the drugged 'grin' after the bullying of the 1 0 y.o. in every
Portland city bathroom, but note that is all that's involved. Don't have to root for
the cleaning products either; you want to take your town from the toilet this
rotund terrorist-type black male gang threw it into, with the grin, or refuse the
grin? I've paid more in Mafia territory just to drive; it's common, lnteresting
match; I pay about $190 in rent, you got $112. ln Coos Bay, I got about $350 in
rent, they got about $SOO. I wouldn't get on a MAX train with this gang around,,
nor for 50 years after, for solid pay, much less to coincide with the ticket-patrol;
Everybody knows the import of slavery of the Monarch/iother programming as
the common threat. They even put an uncharged 'attempted murder'charge on
my record; and you can bet all that $llZ that no court reporter recorded it, no
clerk set it down; some @#g% just put it on the computer, knowing that by the
time you are sufficiently drugged you will neither be 'not lazy' enough to work on
it, and otherwise suffering the particular intimidation inflicted. lf I didn't have to
notice the ticketing officers' of Tri-met's niggard bastard about three
days before; 'the spitting image'; I dont' have a good memory from the drugs in
the air now in Portland from the gang, but'not americans are idiots': This is the
third official within hafl a yearto do a genital displayatgunpoint, and about 10

within the last 3 years. Considering that the complaint about the gang spraying
their poison debris from cars on Se Morrison, the Police complaint gave the
gang a target more particularly, and they sprayed 30-40 times as much for
the subsequent 6 months, I assume the entire event was contrived to put my
address at a private residence into the gangs public clutches without having to
bother with cover anymore. lf it wasn't for the bullet hole in the head, and the
apparent State of Oregon injection point into the brain through the rear base to
destroy the pituitary as an not-obvious torturous murder, I would probably be as
fearful as the rest; but the gang can't find another assassin who isn't
superstitious enouigh. Maybe that's why this shifts it away from the basic brag
or advertisement about the efficiencies of 10 y.o. kidnap and torture-induction,
to something that looks like two groups arguing; standard ploy. And if this is the
same Pinkerton-type-hat/official that just ransacked California before using
Ashland as an entry point for gnags into the state: I ALREADY COMPLAINED
about California Sheriff's and their advance threats to the state here.They
train everybody to waste their time in lies, and inflict this on others, and I am
not wasting anybody else's here. Now that I have to pay attention to this
'disappearing stalker'; he's the niggard bastard of that gun-waving drugging-for
crime-construction Sheriff in Ashland, doing exactly the same thing with mostly
the same men, arsenic spraying airplanes, poisoning gangsters with
excruciating painful compliance drugs they have wrecked the entire town with;
with the 'no-surprise'sudden chicanery-machinations, still on a starting scale
with extorsive fines and pornographically-transparant excuses. The only
difference is they used these rotund cloned blackboy blubbering-threats
gangsters, used for Portland only at a guess. lt could be that the Natives, more
knowledgeable, just paid directly some $1000s in shake-down cash to the
blackboys there, and avoided poisoning their environs and homes. Looks like
Portland has official back-up instead of pay-offs, or maybe the flesh is valuable
and stolen loot is in abundence enough they need some bloodier cash like this
to prove it's not bad/phony money. Nazis always did have a problem with a
stable currency, changing/stealing bank accounts on computer now, and using
an increasingly brutal Police for anybody following it. The real question is how
this gun-waving pisant bully got my number in the first place that they both
grabbed a badge or bought one from the hock-shop, like that hock-shop
Marshall's badge juvenile-torturer I noted in one of those federal court suits,
using the courts for a rubber-stamp on his bathtub-gin legal forms and fiat law
he made the day before, who, incidentally, resembles quite a bit that
second Tri-met cop. The gang hasn't sent anybody out to do actual work like
patrol and extort the platforms, unless they had something to hide, so
far probably makes their victims confess instantly and convince a third party
that the victim committed their crimes. The other side of that involves those 10
y.o. boys etc. cornered in the bathroom, covered by this machination and
you/public thinking he cooperated because you/public don't notice the drugs
they use now to cause their mind-control hypnotism; try this one; the drugs/other
they use for that contagiously-nervous prod they use for excuses when
assaulting a victim. lt's more well-known and accepted as fact; the only

problem is that it involves black men and their propaganda of this gang, as the
routine'example'. Those Multnomah County Sheriffs appearing in more than 10
immediate proximate presumed-stalkings in the last 10 days, doesn't help the
case, other than more of their machinations; perhaps jealous of the ridiculous
poisoned-contrivances for'morals charges'that passes for legal in Washington
State, although at this point, conveniently undoubtedly for the gang, it's possible
they have taken an interest in the porn spam, routinely used for
'morals charges'even if not bidden, that contains distinct information about this
gang, particularly recent persons making threats with the uniformed men,
including some of their kangaroo-court 'judges' and what they did with the
females they pried out of their victims houses when they drugged the houses.
and what they are covering up, in advance of their cover-up machinations like
this one. They could have thrown that in as the excuse they assign to
'you'/anybody, to dismiss the complaint. lwrote this. Nobody in these
circumstances could pass any test of vocation on it with those drugs everywhere
in Portland and other gang territories, nor under the jurisdiction of
machinating Police/Sheriffs, and I do not care if this is true and it
invalidates pretensive legal systems. Note that'call a spade a spade' is
not herein and I am not a gambler. There is a small conflict between whether
it's shake-down cash or the equivalent, or continuing harassment from this
'impersonating an officer' Mult. Co.sheriff's connected, gang. There is also the
question of whether they covered or started the poisoning, years in advance,
with 'Billy Beer'or whether the Washington State Sheriffs found a literal Nazi
bastard (Goebbel, Nazi Propaganda Minister, with the spare tire around
the back of the head, and apparently regionally, that liar-bile skin bias).
Neither is my interest, and anybody can figure this, with more data, INOTE
ADDED LATER: The 'liar-bile skin bias'refers to the pigments habitual lying
imparts to the skin, and is not otherwise judgmental. Nobody is polite there, and
I fail to work for them in translating them into polite terms. I am also excused from
being labeled 'too politically correct' or a 'nazi propaganda victim'; noting that if
using Nazi terms, in politically correct jargon, they have one 'gone' in all cases:
The PCorrect consider it stiff-armed if not a cliche, and the Nazis consider it
degenerate. lf this is news to you -- about the writing being directed in form to a
point -- than you are welcome. I could add that after sending this document to a
traffic court along with a check, it could not longer be changed in any way e.g. to
put it onto a larger page; as an obsolete system of line-end machine symbols,
appeared on it; possibly to make the gang computer hijackers appear to be a
Court with a 'back-door' computer capable of hacking something like that; or it
could be that the standard text program doesn't work; however, it worked fine on
the other document herein.]

Greetings, and I would like to note that the return of good wet weather to Porlland has
by no means restored the quality of everyday health and life here, for parlicular
malfeasance. When one can fish a salmon out of the Willamette, I will declare it cured,
and congrats without the rats. Excepting that the arsenic, strychnine, pesticides, heavy
metals, intestinal, respiratory and other pathogens, heavy metals, diesel oil,
psycho-active drugs, carrion presumably their own debris mixed with the drugs and
other sprays from that decrepit airplane with the i.d, numbers painted over, and various
junk or new vehicles and sometimes persons/clothing exudates for interior air spaces
like City Hall or Library, schools, MAX (the filled-can laboratory), Tri-met etc will still be
in the air, buildings, and scirocco a century from now, even if you stop it right this
moment.
Observing the poisoning of the city infrastructure and citizenry is not a welcome event:
At rush hours along SE Morrison 4:30 to 9 a.m., p,m. rush hours; cars and pick-up
trucks spraying excruciating pain-producing gases from their exhausts to torture and
attempt thereby to control the working class and any other too poor to avoid them by
removing from major roads and second-hand debris. On Sunday parlicularly
excruciatingly-painful chemicals from noon, and recently since posting the notice for this
disserlation about them at city housing and known routes. Stealing 15 cars (and also
17 houses, most in Poftland) enables them to easily determine my bike path, and they
even stole two bikes capable of going faster than this loaner now in the last year. That
also threatens and damages Police and Firemen, and directly bus drivers and garbage
trucks operators, who visibly are stalked thereby. Classic covers; noisy cars visibly
decrepit in case anybody notices they are also spraying poisons and so forlh; and the
goals are unknown but presumably routine fascist destruction fo working class
possibilities and independence, or otherwise put. Those excruciatingly-painful current
drugs with preservatives for timed release later to obfuscate parliculars about the cars
and otherwise, are 'tailor-made' and matched for opiates as the cure for the pain.
I observed the exact same all-male gang in removed from Ashland to Porlland about
three weeks before my return a year ago; same cars, poisons, males, airplane, Big Lie 
in Ashland flipping the airplane off from the ground resulted in his circling the green path
half the next day, making it impossible for anybody to use it from arsenic asphyxiation,
like his circling of the Jefferson High School teen-filled football field for a day to give the
kids an extra dose of arsenic; I watched it from the PSU library. The FAA or
facsimile thereof only cared that the plane flew below legal limits, probably baiting you
for the rest for the opening 'gambit', like protecting Porllandias, They also ran cover on
the lnternet about arsenic sprayed on fume-emitting blacktop to cancel the effects.
DUPLIC A tamed or subsumed population suppofts and ignores them and you should
not obey that assignment,

s.]l also am tired of the gang 'wearing my face' for their
IF TIME PERMITS < 2m.
signature, parlicularly to youth infiltration; deprivation of freedom and free will;
mitagation of decision making and the integrity of youth groups, and/or handing them

over to crotchet male chauvinists/predators sometimes appearing protection against
provocations from the same, From that 10 y,o, 24-hour kidnap from that Mexican
service project in the 60s; I am still continuously penalized and atrociated for their
crimes. For example; forced at 'new Ashland Sheriff' stakeout, gunpoint into City
Housing, I will have to be'faced down' by some rotund black -- they used
Mexican-looking in Ashland, and previously Arab-looking stalkers at PSU in the 70s -
gangster later demanding I address him like I address this council. I lost a piece of
forebrain at that new "Outside-ln" when it was on Unitarian Church properly -- they still
stoutly deny it despite the sign on the wall there -- while I was still suffering malnutrition
from that Mexican service project to make starved slaves as routine, in some cannibal
ritual; he lost his medical license in Oregon according to the Advocacy, and all that
happened is they shut down the Advocacy after noting it; lt probably was from a room
of 'doctors i.d.s for bomb-toting terrorists', literally. Not to mention the brain damage and
24-7 sTalking and animal-training pain-compliance poisonings to a few hours ago at
most. Like those apparently SOU-based Mexico kidnap-gangs, no city housing or other
business, is permitted without 'arrangements' i.e.supporling a base for gang and/or
other, like Monarch Programming, containment agents, damage control, and furlher
aggressings. I also recognize this all-black sub'gang as alien with intents like the other
sub-gangs, and my coincidence with them is extorsive, exploitive and propagandistic,
much like that 10 y.o. kidnap tofture-induction repeated for effect and your helpless
witness.
I also read the psycho-babble, which as rudimentary descriptions of phenomena that is

undifferentiated from the attachments thereto, mixed with apparitionous/hallucinatory
tools to imprison and torlure anybody noting the routine poisoning of 'cerlain'/'special'
cities, like 'paranoia for believing unknown persons are poisoning' etc. I recognized
arsenic from Grants Pass water, That took valuable speaking time to protect myself
here. And the 'stiff image you may perceive has to do with their painful brain damaging,
used as well as derailing that enterlainment status.

The world has turned upside-down with the change in communications of the lnternet;
used to be top-down as communications necessitates, now bottom-up or grass roots
due to the lnternet, communications structuring. One person can appear an
office/consensus/group: lndoctrinating/brainwashing/hypnotising people to fail to
perceive the discrepencies, is something in which Porlland should vociferously fail to
take pad, Porlland has THE reputation for not accepting upon careful scrutiny: b.s.. Big
Lies gone over elsewhere, authority impersonations, political warrants however
disguised, intrusions of groups and legal fiction, Programming Liars and so forlh and the
like, statement, confessions, and events dictated by torlure/other-hypnotisms; and you
have not corrupted this grand tradition and caretaking, in fact not had much call to,
except this poisoning persecuting gangster gang porlable electric chair, You should at
least disclaim laxity on this drugging, refuse to have Porlland Airporls used for
dispatching/assault bases, use sensitive detection and rejection of poisoners on mass
transit, and actually clean and remove those 'cat hollow drugs/fixatives from MAX and
the rest; not just use my usurped life or this note as a testimonial for cleaning agents,
fif time permits appropriately]

PRINT 7 COPIES OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AND GIVË TO THE CLERK 1/2
HOUR BEFORE THE SPEECH OR THE DAY BEFORE lF POSSIBLE:
[ftuesday]l

1)
2)
3)
4)
.

THIS DOCUMENT THAT IS THE ACTUAL SPEECH OR TALK TO THE COUNCIL.
THE LETTER TO TR|-MET
THE LETTER TO THE TRAFFIC COURT ABOUT TRI-MET
THE UNCUT COpy(tES) OF TH|S DOCUMENT
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RE: email
5125112

Michael G
To herbeft rni I I er@portlandoregon, gov
I recall an identical situation, to the details, from 1981 ap., but only in repetition mostly, due to
their use of a memory-altering chemical. I probably won't remember this next year, already,
from the brain damage and chemical destruction of brain processes, but at a guess, they have one
more massive assault with some more specific or a greater quantity of memory-destroying
drugs, I assume this will be along SE Morrison at 6th" or SE 6th at Morrison. It's unlikely thal a
personal meeting benefits anything I arn trying to do e.g. lemove or stop this chemical assault
and other assaults -- impetigo, skin eruptions, intestinal and respiratory pathogens -* and also
stop their visual assault of imprinting very ugly and malicious mugging faces using chemicals for
the memory-fixative so to speak. That latter is why they support personal interviews with the
Police; more brain space occupied vacantly of vocation. Some 20 or so officers over decades
have tried to 'tune into'the gang to get a fix on their operations, and either none of them had any
luck at it, or the point devolved to that of the gangs' constructions. Not a street gang, just
operating on the street. The clebate if the Police are appropriate agency to deal with something
that purports, almost undoubtedly falsely, to have more dangerous backing e g international
terrorism; but in lieu of an intelligence agency, and considering that they can't rank very high,
being subject to their own poisons, if it isn't a bluff; probably the Police can handle it without
compromise. Upon pointing out in that letter to Tri-met filed with City Hall -- you are welcome
to read it -- that kidnappers from some 30 years ago appear to be re-setting the psychological
paralysis devices they used then and the operations-mandatory-compulsive they use to extort
victims say, into cars without physical force visible at that time; apparently resulted in a few
expensive tickets like that $ t 72 ticket fì'om Tri-met for peddling a bike near empty MAX tracks,
when I wouldn't travel MAX on my own vocation ever with the gang using it as a chemical can
f'or drug inductions; ancl a few other obvious threats: a'new' scary Police; means a drop in skin
temperature and a few other effects indicating deliberative connection beforehand or particular
targeting, and harassment of the 'too kind' type from Security Guards. Most conspiricists would
call that'damage control'and those'new security orPolice', containment agents, perhaps, if the
events rank that much to them. I am not a conspiracy anything, but not an idiot either, and their
'deceptions' are blunt, constructed to make idiots when considering them more; very
typical. There aren't any females left to kidnap and I haven't any more than those l5 cars and l7
houses stolen, most of the cars straight GTAs, and most of the houses in Porlland; more or less
what anybody can earn in a lifetime; but they have some target; perhaps the next town as well. I
timed them at 20 minute intervals in Ashland, wliere the main streets are fewer, including tliat on
Christmas Eve; when nobody in the entire town drove a car, the gang still drove their decrepit
cars and pick-up trucks to spray poisons on the High school vicinity and rny vicinity as well,
pedestrian. Portland is more complicated e.g. The downtown library looks deserted since the
electiotr, when people perhaps realized the chemical-can the gang was making of it, but there are
still the same number of 'token blacks' i.e. gangsters or coveringlpavtngetÇ., occupying all
directional walking traffic points there, to make maximum visual 'notice' or brain insult. ln
Portland its l) a guess and 2) impossible to note, even when obvious. That skin-temperature
drop is the same as that when the 'new scary Police' is cruising around: you can rnake of that
anything, but extensive brainwashing is what it is, with imperturbable connections: If these are
.

regular enough, and/ot if the gang makes direct references to the 'stomach fear' etc. they are
causing, which they do quite a bit -- "Jews invented psychiatry" so they don't want a psychiatric
clismissal apparently, from their own statements -- I assume some connection. No point in
complicating this with too many Police 'standing too close' as the gang states it. ln Ashland they
used Mexican-looking gangsters, same cars and airplanes as here, and in the 70s at PSU
Arab/other-looking gangsters and some Mexicans also; I recall them being led through third
floor Math Building in chains. They have several gangs in Portland, the most 'visible' being that
rotund black gang with the machined greased English, who 'changed themselves'without a break
into that taller, much more dangerous black all-male gang currently. The drivers I don't get
much look at: I go there regularly like any good citizen and record license plates of obvious cars
with poison, but put these into a large email text I haven't sent yet due to lack of ability, with the
poisons, to censor it enough to avoid insult other than inadverlent, that should go to City Hall.

I'm more or less sure that I will probably regret writing this. lt goes directly from the email or
otherwise to the gang, and they use animal training methods e.g. poisoning with affixed
'communications' noting the details why, about this type of thing, probably to intimidate
'you'/they/other their next target; I've already documentecl it. Also, the'new Police' have their
own 'criminal apparatus' and it doesn't require any activity at all; take that last 'morals charges' in
Carson/Stevenson, Washington. Free use of strychnine and brainwash buttons and obvious
motives, including spare-tire-around-the-back-oÊthe-neck Nazi/Goebbel bastards muddling
around in classic Nazi contrivance. The kidnappers and poisoners/housewreckers are always in
conjunction with the "special Police" with those aggravated badges -- like the one arrestecl by
Portland Police that I noticed clecades ago impersonating a Mult. Co. Sheriff -- or obvious 'fmaily'
connection thereto with that 4 am blindside -- chicanery -- $500 ticket in Myrtle Point, a few
years later. It's a serious business unless you are rich, so it's implied, and their propaganda
includes'Police informer'which is all a personal note can deal with. I am not with any of this,
regardless of appearance. I complain to the most likely functioning agency about permanent
brain damage for malicious or animal-training methods by a child-kidnapping/torture-induct
gang presently trivializing this as 'stench' still crippling everl in the cover: that is the Police. lt's
likely the Police have orders to not bother them, do not have the resources to deal with a para
military or fascist/foreign organization, or otherwise are useless. Portland brags of being civil,
so I give them a try at this. I have nor reason to consider that anybody poisoner or hearing
officer here, is a Portlander. I notice the same hock-shop Marshall's badge torturing-kidnapping
'Police' removing here within the last ferv months, as have been noticecl elsewhere, and that's the
second point of complaint, a'heads-up' one might say. However, they don't kidnap in the cold,
they drug everybody thoroughly beforehand They contrive things to make idiots about anybody
following their prescribed 'analysis' of them. I don't think they can operate via Portland, but, I
recallthe drug torture cases of the State of Oregon in the early 70s, being one of them, still not a
possibility of recovery, and the numerous Nazi-experiment medical atrocities both directly from
the State and the scavengers who are sycophants. You can see my considerations here. Their
method is to contrive a Monarch Programming scenario brain-set, with idols and icons in
separated areas of brain, and then brain damage all higher functions -- their major hit was
Saturclay before last which sent one to the hospital and that's just for cover; they even included a
'fanf¿re' of horns preceding their major-hit honcho with the clearly illegal poisons -- easy to lead
them around, even remotely, after. Generally, rnost Police forces pay them fbr this in sorne type,
that it involves atrocity doesn't fìgure for them, Take 'chuckie' -- racked up two houses and four

cars stolen personally -- with the'handfuls of cocaine'in that white rnidclle class Jewish
neighborhood I observed hirn in, trying to manufactule excuses for'reaction'thereto by his
Police forces, nobody even could figure what he was about. They changed their attack to an
anti-drug propaganda, trying to assimilate anything they can't destroy. lt's a classic. He is
apparently a Deputy in Grants Pass now, still trying to infiltrate youth and using verbal hostility 
- 'sh4t talking' -- to bully his way past elementary school offcials, as I noticed last observation
during some routine matter in the area. I've been in Oregon decades. I recognize Myrtle Point
scammer Police, and the'chuckie' syndrome as alien, and Portland still appears more or less
routine. I am also too ill, fiom clirect inflictecl brain damage and physical excision of brain areas
for example and then 'too many phony rescuers', to deal with this personal meetings. I also don,t
have to, in Portland, restricted to a few poisoned square miles is enough threat to anybody else.
Elsewhere, when they need one for their machinations, they have means to extort one there,
including direct use of the Police apparatus.

In case it's of any interest, they also apparently have the belief, another Monarch Programming
vomit, that their icons are external, which they are to a certain extent of brainwashing; and they
are changing this last week, fì-om thousands of hideous black gangsters rnugging for eyesores
and poison to set it in, to a clifferent set, apparently in the mistaken belief that this will be my
appearance -- the sh$t they are throwing now visually and chemically -- before the City Council
for a brief public presentation soon, You no longer are talking to a shrunk-head (chernically)
local scapegoat, but probably a Mr. Fleroin among the kids who listen, or sornething like that,
with Nazis fbr rescuers as it appears to thern. I am also not fooled by the large number of
undercovel' agents as the 'new homeless'jamming into town; spotless clothing new camping
equipment; about as believable as a Margaret White portrait of the Nazi Concentration camps, of
which it took a I000-page tome to demonstrate what is obvious in the photos. Routine Portland
Police are just Oregon citizens drawn to civil service. The other Police are a reaction bully force
for some status quo or fascist structure about which nobody knows or cares, and when they get
rotten they intrude Mafia-type like presently; so people assume they are just that or something
similar. lt's possible I could inclucle this document in some additional complaint to City Hall at
some time.

From : Herbert.Miller@portlandoregon. gov

To: rnaiycxo@hotmail. com
Date: Wed, l6 }i4ay 2012 1 l:00:53 -0700
Subject: email
Dear Michael G,
My name is Officer Herb Miller, I am a Portland Police officer currently assigned to the Mobile Crisis Unit.
been made aware of your email to the City of Portland in which you expressed your concerns
about an on going liveability situation. I would like to talk to you further about your concerns and I am
wondering if I could meet you in person or perhaps you could give me a phone call at 503-545-3899.
Thanks,

I have just

Officer Herb Miller/Portland Police BureaiMCU
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Give your request to the Council Clerk's office by Thursday at 5:00 pm to sign up for the
following Wednesday Meeting. Holiday deadline schedule is Wednesday at 5:00 prn. (See
contact information below.)

.

You will be placed on the Wednesday Agenda as a "Comrnunication." Cornrnunications are
the first item on the Agenda and are taken promptly at 9:30 a.m. A total of five
Communications may be scheduled. Indivicluals must schedule their own Communication.

o

You will have 3 minutes to speak and may also submit written testimony before or at the
meeting.
T'lrønk you

for being an actíve particìpønt

Contact lnformation:
Karla Moore-Love, City Council Clerk
1221 SW 4th Ave, Iìoom 140
Poftland, OP.97204-1900
(s03) 823-4086 Fax (503) 823-4s71
email: I(arla.Moorc-Love@¡rortlandoreqon.gov

r"/

in your Cíty government.

Sue Parsons, Council Clerk Assistant
1221 SW 4th Ave., Roorn 140
Portland, OR 97204-1 900

(s03) 823-408s Fax (503) 823-4s71
email: Susan.Parsons@portlandoregon.qov
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Request of Michael Goff to address Council regarding complirnent on a cleaner
river/city and concern about gangs and drugs (Cornrnunication)
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LaVonne Griffin-Valade
Auditor of the City of Portland
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